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Another independence day – 20 years later

a bit - a short distance or period of time
advantage - superiority of position or condition
although - despite the fact that
common - belonging to or shared by two or more people or things
distress - a feeling of extreme worry, sadness
don't get me wrong - said when you think someone might not understandwhat you say or be
upset by it
even - used to show that something is surprising
invasion - an occasion when an army or country uses force to enter and take control of
another country
kind - a group with similar characteristics
maneuvers - a movement or set of movements
nice touch - a minor but pleasant addition to something
other than - different from or except
rating - a measurement of how good or popular someone or something is
scene - a part of a play or movie in which the action stays in one place for a continuous period
sequel - a book, film that continues the story
seriously - very
shame - is something is described as a shame, it is disappointing or not satisfactory
spaceship - a vehicle used for travel in space
spot on - exactly right
though - despite the fact that
to appear - start to be seen or be present
to bite - use your teeth to cut into something
to block - stop something from happening
to bring back - start to do or use something that was done or used in the past
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to cast - send light or shadow in a particular direction
to find yourself - realize that you are in a particular situation or place when you did not intend
to
to glue - join things together
to impress - cause someone to feel admiration or respect
to improve - cause something to get better
to manage - succeed in doing or dealing with something
to present - to show; to give, provide
to take down - defeat or kill someone
to unite - join together as a group
to worry - think about problemas or unpleasant things that make you anxious
towards - in the direction of
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